A nalysis of complex mixtures plays an important role in many areas of chemistry, biology, and molecular medicine. Studies of natural and synthetic products, food and fuel analysis, chemical characterization of environmental samples, monitoring of reaction kinetics, and many biochemical studies, including metabolomics and metabonomics, focus on the identification of individual compounds in complex mixtures.
b S Supporting Information A nalysis of complex mixtures plays an important role in many areas of chemistry, biology, and molecular medicine. Studies of natural and synthetic products, food and fuel analysis, chemical characterization of environmental samples, monitoring of reaction kinetics, and many biochemical studies, including metabolomics and metabonomics, focus on the identification of individual compounds in complex mixtures. 1À4 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) offers a broad range of tools for this task. In some procedures, one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectra of multiple samples are analyzed at a time to identify spin systems by statistical correlation and difference mapping, 5À8 while others study single samples and identify individual compounds based on the characteristic translational diffusion constants or NMR relaxation rates of their peaks.
9À11
Another strategy uses intramolecular magnetization transfer, especially via scalar J-couplings, to identify individual spin systems that can be assigned to the various mixture components. For example, J-correlations between protons that are separated by typically no more than three covalent bonds can be established from a 2D 1 HÀ 1 H COSY spectrum. 12 When combined with 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC information, they can serve de novo chemical structure characterization of molecules in complex mixtures. 13 Alternatively, correlation information of individual spin systems can be obtained from frequency-selective 1D TOCSY 14, 15 or 2D TOCSY, 16 in combination with clustering methods, such as DemixC. 17 A disadvantage of 1 H NMR-based approaches is the common occurrence of relatively broad multiplets of 1 H peaks that are due to the presence of homonuclear 1 HÀ 1 H J-couplings, which lead to increased peak overlaps.
At natural 13 C abundance, the heteronuclear J-coupling-based 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC 18 spectrum displays large chemical shift dispersion with very narrow lines along the proton-decoupled 13 Cdimension ω 1 , which makes cross-peak overlap rare. These favorable properties stand out against the sensitivity loss, compared to homonuclear spectra. A major downside of HSQC-type spectra, compared to TOCSY and COSY, is the lack of complete spin system information, because each cross-peak is independent of all others. On the other hand, the HSQC spectra of individual analytes represent useful fingerprints, providing the number of CÀH spin pairs of the molecule together with the 13 C and 1 H chemical shifts, which report on the nature of the chemical groups to which they belong. 2D HSQC spectroscopy has been applied recently to identify and quantify chemical components in complex mixtures.
19À22
The merging of HSQC with TOCSY in the form of the threedimensional (3D) 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC-TOCSY experiment 23 combines many of the advantages of homo-and heteronuclear 2D NMR for unambiguous metabolite identification. 24 However, besides its relatively low sensitivity, high resolution along the indirect 13 C dimension requires protracted NMR measurement times. Recently, we introduced the triple-rank (3R) correlation method, which combines pairs of standard 2D FT spectra that share a common frequency dimension. 25 A similar strategy has been proposed for proteins. 26 For example, from high-resolution ABSTRACT: Identification and quantification of analytes in complex solution-state mixtures are critical procedures in many areas of chemistry, biology, and molecular medicine. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a unique tool for this purpose providing a wealth of atomic-detail information without requiring extensive fractionation of the samples. We present three new multidimensional-NMR based approaches that are geared toward the analysis of mixtures with high complexity at natural 13 C abundance, including approaches that are encountered in metabolomics. Common to all three approaches is the concept of the extraction of onedimensional (1D) consensus spectral traces or 2D consensus planes followed by clustering, which significantly improves the capability to identify mixture components that are affected by strong spectral overlap. The methods are demonstrated for covariance 1 1 HÀ 1 H TOCSY spectra, sharing the proton dimension, a triple-rank correlation spectrum can be constructed with ultrahigh spectral resolution along all dimensions. It spreads out 1D TOCSY traces of individual spin systems along the 13 C dimension according to the chemical shifts of the 13 C spins directly attached to the protons. Although, in the absence of spectral overlap, the triple-rank spectrum is equivalent to the corresponding experimental 3D FT spectrum, the occurrence of cross-peak overlaps leads to false peaks. To minimize such effects, we developed a spectral filtering method, which identifies mismatches between the first and second moments of cross-peak profiles and thereby suppresses false correlations. 25 In this work, we present new strategies for the deconvolution of mixtures from 2D and 3R NMR spectra, which are specifically geared toward application to highly complex mixtures exemplified here by an E. coli cell lysate. The first approach extends the application range of the DemixC method, 17 which requires that each component in the mixture has at least one resonance that is not affected by overlap. Because, for highly complex mixtures, this requirement becomes increasingly stringent, we replace it here using a method that is based on the more tolerant requirement that each component has at least one TOCSY cross-peak that is resolved. Extraction of 1D TOCSY traces that correspond to individual spin systems is based on a consensus approach that identifies common peaks from cross sections (traces) along ω 1 and ω 2 of each covariance TOCSY cross-peak, followed by trace clustering. This approach is subsequently adopted to 13 CÀ 1 H 2D HSQC-TOCSY spectra taking advantage of the high resolution attainable along the indirect 13 C dimension. The third approach introduced here applies triple-rank (3R) correlation spectroscopy by combining 2D
13 CÀ 1 H HSQC with 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC-TOCSY to construct a 3R HSQC-TOCSY spectrum. The approach is used to extract pure 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC spectra of the individual mixture components using a 2D version of the consensus algorithm described in the following section.
' COMPUTATIONAL METHODS Consensus Peak Pattern Inferencing and Clustering. Deconvolution of a 2D 1 HÀ 1 H TOCSY or a 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC-TOCSY spectrum, represented by a N 1 Â N 2 matrix T, of a complex mixture is performed as follows. We first apply direct covariance processing to T, 27,28 C = (T T 3 T) 1/2 with regularization, 29 in the case of TOCSY and indirect covariance processing, 30 
1/2 , in the case of HSQC-TOCSY. Peak picking of the cross-peaks of matrix C yields a list (k, k 0 ) where k and k 0 denote the position of a certain cross-peak along the two frequency axes. Next, for each cross-peak entry (k ,k 0 ), the consensus trace q
is determined as follows: in the case of covariance TOCSY C, the kth row and k 0 th row are processed as
whereas in the case of HSQC-TOCSY T,
where index j goes over all N 2 columns. The complete set of consensus traces q (kk 0 ) is subsequently subjected to clustering for the identification of those traces that represent 1D 1 H spectra of individual spin systems. For this purpose, 1D 1 H consensus traces of eqs 1a and 1b are quantitatively compared to each other via the inner product,
where the L2-norm of a consensus trace is given by
A similarity measure between pairs of traces is then given by 1 À P kk 0 ,mm 0 , which permits clustering (e.g., using the agglomerative hierarchical cluster algorithm as implemented in the subroutine "linkage" in the Matlab software package). The clustering result can be displayed as a dendrogram. We refer to this approach as Demixing by Consensus Deconvolution and Clustering, or DeCoDeC.
Consensus Plane Inferencing and Clustering of TripleRank Correlation Spectrum. A triple-rank spectrum R is constructed from a 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC spectrum, represented by the N 1 Â N 2 matrix H, and a 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC-TOCSY spectrum, represented by the N 1 Â N 2 matrix T, where N 2 is the number of points along the direct 1 H dimension and N 1 is the number of points along the indirect 13 C dimension:
R can be considered as a collection of 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC spectra (with indices k, i for their 13 C and 1 H dimensions, respectively) along the additional proton dimension j of the 2D 13 CÀ 1 H HSQC-TOCSY spectrum. A detailed description of consensus plane extraction and clustering, referred hereafter as 3R DeCoDeC, is provided in the Supporting Information.
' EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
An extract from E. coli BL21(DE3) strain was prepared as described in the Supporting Information. A model mixture was prepared in D 2 O solution with eight components where carnitine, alanine, isoleucine, ornithine, arginine, lysine, and shikimate are 10 mM each and glutamate is 1 mM (to introduce a 10-fold dynamic range). 
' RESULTS
The cell lysate results are discussed first, followed by the results of the model mixture. Because of space limitations, the figures of the model mixture, which provide a detailed illustration of the methods introduced in this work, are given in the Supporting Information.
Analysis of E. coli BL21(DE3) Cell Extract. As a real-life application, we applied the DeCoDeC methods to an E. coli cell lysate eluted from a solid phase extraction cation-exchange column to partially remove saccharides and saccharide-containing compounds. These compounds would result in severe spectral congestion between 3 and 4 ppm in the 1 H dimension and 70 and 80 ppm in the 13 C dimension. Figure 1B Figures 1C and 1D or Figures 2C and 2D , except for adenosine, whose 1D 1 H spectrum in the BMRB has two additional peaks, which are not obtained by DeCoDeC, because these peaks are part of the nucleic acid and not the ribose ring of adenosine. Since there is no detectable magnetization transfer between these molecular parts during TOCSY mixing, the proton signals coming from ribose protons and nucleic acid The result of the triple-rank approach for the cell lysate is illustrated in Figure 3 . Representative HSQC spectra for the following compounds are taken from the BMRB 31 or HMDB 34 databases: cystine, valine, isoleucine, leucine, proline, glutamine, lysine, glutathione, cytosine, and four ribose rings corresponding to different nucleic acid forms. The 2D 1 HÀ 1 H TOCSY spectrum is used to confirm the identified and unidentified compounds in the cell lysate. Leucine and the ribose ring of cytidine are depicted as examples in Figures 3C and 3E . Six HSQC planes, which could not be identified in either the BMRB or HMDB databases, were confirmed by 1 HÀ 1 H TOCSY. The unidentified compounds are either not available in these databases or they belong to isolated spin systems of larger metabolites; therefore, HSQC spectra extracted by 3R DeCoDeC may reflect only a portion of these molecules.
Analysis of Model Mixture. 1 H HSQC spectra of the individual compounds using eq 4. The representative HSQC spectrum for every compound is validated with the corresponding HSQC spectrum in the BMRB. 31 For the model mixture, the HSQC spectra of all eight components are successfully extracted, which is illustrated for lysine and isoleucine in Figure S-3 ' DISCUSSION Automated analysis of complex mixtures by NMR has made significant progress recently. Existing deconvolution approaches based on J-coupling-mediated magnetization transfer can be divided into two groups. The first group focuses on matching the cross-peaks of a HSQC-type spectrum of the mixture with the cross-peaks of individual compounds compiled in a database. 19, 35, 36 Optionally, the candidate compounds obtained from the database can be confirmed using higher-dimensional experiments, such as 3D HCCHÀCOSY, 37 by taking advantage of the higher resolution along the additional 13 C dimension and the 1 HÀ 1 H connectivity information. The disadvantage of this approach is that the compounds that can be extracted are limited to those stored in the databases, preventing the discovery of novel compounds. The second group of methods directly focuses on the connectivity information in 2D experiments, often from 1 HÀ 1 H TOCSY. 17 Since chemical shift dispersion in the proton dimension may not be sufficient for the analysis of very complex mixtures, depending on the cross-peak density in the TOCSY spectrum, TOCSY has been substituted by the 2D HSQC-TOCSY 38 experiment to make use of the favorable chemical shift dispersion along the 13 C dimension with narrow 13 C line widths, which tends to be less prone to overlap. Both types of spectra are then subjected to automated analysis based on an algorithm that searches for the "clean" 1D cross sections in 2D spectrum to represent 1D spectra of individual compounds. Depending on the NMR properties of the components, this strategy generally works well for mixtures of moderate complexity. However, in mixtures of higher complexity, such as a crude cell extract, the cross-peak overlap problem can become so severe that no single cross section can be found that represents a clean 1D trace. Instead of searching for one clean cross section, the DeCoDeC algorithms extracts common peak patterns from pairs of cross sections, which can have different overlaps in the proton dimension. The resulting consensus traces or planes are more likely to represent clean 1D or 2D spectra of individual components identified through subsequent clustering. It should be noted that there is no consensus trace for one-spin systems (due to the lack of cross-peaks). Therefore, information on such systems is not tracked. Consensus trace determination can be generalized to trace triplets or even larger numbers of traces. For example, in the case of trace triplets, any three-spin system will yield only a single consensus trace, which after clustering will appear as an "orphan" trace in the dendrogram, while one-spin and two-spin systems will be lost.
Although more NMR-time-consuming than the 2D methods, the 3R DeCoDeC approach introduced here directly generates HSQC spectra of individual compounds in mixtures, which has several advantages. First, an HSQC is more specific than a 1D trace as spectral information is spread out in multiple dimensions. This makes database querying of HSQC planes more accurate than querying of 1D spectral traces. At the same time, one retains the option to project the HSQC plane onto the proton or carbon dimension and apply a 1D query. Second, clustering of HSQC planes enhances the separation of the cluster centers, which helps visual inspection of the dendrogram for the extraction of a representative HSQC plane for every cluster.
HSQC planes reconstructed by the new method carry their original intensities from the input HSQC spectrum H; therefore, they can be used for the quantification of compound concentrations. Moreover, it has been pointed out 22 that the concentration measurement for an individual metabolite can be improved by averaging the intensities over multiple, nonoverlapping crosspeaks assigned to that metabolite. Since HSQC is deficient in connectivity information across complete spin systems, it is not known which peaks can be averaged to accurately quantify concentration of an individual compound in a complex mixture. Since 3R produces individual HSQC planes for each compound, one can average the peaks in the same HSQC plane to measure its concentration more accurately.
High resolution along the indirect 13 C dimension is critical for the performance of the 3R DeCoDeC method. Recently, nonuniform sampling schemes have been introduced to shorten the total acquisition time for 2D HSQC(-TOCSY) by reducing the number of increments along the indirect dimension while maintaining high digital resolution. 39 These methods can be used to shorten the total NMR measurement time, while keeping the spectral resolution sufficiently high. Finally, the 3R DeCoDeC method can be implemented for other pairs of 2D spectra, such as HMBC and HSQC, TOCSY and HSQC, or even 2D HSQC-TOCSY and HMBC to obtain HMBC planes of individual compounds in complex mixtures.
' CONCLUSION New nuclear magnetic resonance (2D and 3R NMR) strategies have been described for the analysis of complex chemical mixtures to obtain information about the components in a reliable, efficient, and automatable fashion. The 2D DeCoDeC approach permits the determination of 1D 1 H spectra of individual components, while the 3R DeCoDeC method extracts 2D
13 CÀ 1 H HSQCs of individual components, which serve as useful fingerprints for database queries and as entry points to chemical structure determination. The 2D TOCSY, 2D HSQC-TOCSY, and 3R HSQC-TOCSY spectra require increasing amounts of measurement times; however, they provide increasingly good deconvolution performance when applied to mixtures of higher complexity. Together, these new tools open up the prospect to
